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Abstract. A simple and elegant interpretation of thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) in uniformly magnetized single-domain (SD) grains was given by Néel 50 years ago, but the TRM acquisition processes in larger, nonuniformly magnetized grains are more varied and difficult to describe theoretically. SD TRM is a frozen high-temperature partition between two microstates: spins parallel or antiparallel to an applied magnetic field. Nonuniformly magnetized grains have a much greater choice of microstates (local energy minimum or LEM states), and partitioning among various LEM states continues to change during cooling. These changes may involve Barkhausen jumps of domain walls between positions of minimum local energy or nucleation of new domains and walls. Because of the lower remanence capacity of nonuniform microstates compared to the uniform SD state, TRM intensity decreases as grain size increases, although certain microstates, e.g., single-vortex states, seem to contribute little to TRM. Thermal demagnetization of TRM begins just above room temperature and continues to the Curie point, quite unlike the sharp "unblocking" of SD TRM. This continuous demagnetization, resulting from changes in microstates driven by the changing internal demagnetizing field during heating, profoundly affects the separation of different components of natural remanent magnetization and the determination of paleomagnetic field intensity.

1. Introduction

Thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) is acquired as a result of cooling from the Curie temperature $T_C$ to room temperature $T_0$ in an applied magnetic field $H_0$. At $T_C$, even a weak field will saturate a grain. During cooling, before TRM blocking begins, this single-domain (SD) state evolves first into fluctuating "predomain states" [Ye and Merrill, 1995] with only short-range order, then into more conventional structures. Depending on grain size, these may be nonuniform spin structures containing single or multiple vortices, few-domain structures with pseudo-single-domain (PSD) aspects to their behavior, or multidomain (MD) structures with domain wall displacements limited by self-demagnetization. Each of these structures acquires TRM in a different way. Vortex moments block in quasi-SD fashion and TRM is a partition between vortex-line moments parallel and antiparallel to $H_0$. MD grains owe their TRM to pinned walls, which make a series of jumps during zero-field heating (multiple unblocking temperatures). PSD grains combine both styles of TRM.

Theorizing about TRM in nonuniformly magnetized grains is complicated by changes in domain structure below the original blocking temperature. Such transdomain changes often involve the nucleation or denucleation of domains during cooling. Each change alters the internal demagnetizing field, causing previously pinned walls to move. TRM is ultimately fixed only below the lowest temperature for transdomain changes. Transdomain changes in small grains, e.g., SD to two-domain (2D) or 2D to metastable SD or vortex, are particularly interesting because they could produce abrupt changes in the direction as well as the magnitude of TRM.

TRM in grains which remain SD throughout their cooling to $T_0$ was interpreted by Néel [1949] as a frozen high-temperature partition between two microstates in which all spins are either parallel or antiparallel to an applied field $H_0$. A similar approach can be taken to nonuniformly magnetized grains except that the partitioning is among a greater variety of microstates and the energy barriers between states may be difficult to calculate because of the complex transformation modes. The purpose of the present paper is to review current theories and the available TRM data in the light of these ideas.

2. Single-Domain TRM

An SD grain contains a single magnetic domain, with a spontaneous magnetization $M_s$ resulting from the parallel exchange coupling of atomic spins. The magnetic moment $V M_s$, where $V$ is the volume of the grain, has a choice of orientations dictated by easy axes of crystalline or shape anisotropy. Shape anisotropy is usually dominant in minerals like magnetite with a high $M_s$ and produces two energy minima, corresponding to spins in one or other direction along the longest axis of the grain. These are the two SD microstates.

Perfectly parallel coupling of spins is not maintained in all situations. During a transformation between the microstates (an SD reversal), the structure may be temporarily nonuniform (noncoherent reversal modes). Furthermore, at all temperatures above 0 K, thermal excitations perturb the spin lattice. Reversal of a single spin is one possible excitation, but a much lower energy perturbation is a spin wave, in which spins "precess" spatially on the surface of a cone. As the temperature $T$ increases, spin waves with larger cone angles can be excited and $M_s(T)$ decreases steadily. At high $T$, reversals of grain moments are also excited and $M_s(T)$ drops rapidly to zero at the Curie temperature $T_C$. Even above $T_C$, where the system is nominally paramagnetic, short-range order persists,
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showing that exchange coupling has not been completely destroyed.

For some tens of degrees below $T_N$, SD reversals are frequent on ordinary timescales. This condition is known as superparamagnetism because quite small fields $H_H$ will align the moments of different SD grains and produce a strong magnetization $\mathbf{M}$. The magnetic field energy, $E_H = -\mu_0 V \mathbf{M}_H^2$, is dominant at these temperatures. A remanent magnetization in zero field only becomes possible when the demagnetizing energy $E_D = V \mu_0 \mathbf{M}_H \mathbf{M}_N$ (N is demagnetization factor, determined by the shape of the grain) increases with cooling sufficiently to provide a shape anisotropy barrier against SD reversals (Figure 1). The transition from superparamagnetism to stable remanence is quite sharp and occurs at the blocking temperature $T_B$ [Néel, 1949].

During further cooling from $T_B$ to $T_N$, the energy barriers $\Delta E_{12}$, $\Delta E_{21}$ grow and few if any transitions occur between microstates 1 and 2, with $\mathbf{VM}_N$ parallel or antiparallel to $\mathbf{H}_H$. The only change in magnetization is a reversible increase in intensity due to the growth in $M_s(T)$ with cooling. Thus TRM at $T_H$ is essentially a frozen high-temperature Boltzmann partition between competing microstates 1 and 2.

These are the essential elements of Néel’s [1949] theory, and they lead to three main quantitative predictions. First, $M$ (measured in the direction of $\mathbf{H}_H$) varies with time $t$ as

$$\mathbf{M}(t) = M_0 + (M_0 - M_\infty) \exp(-t/\tau)$$

(1)

where $M_0$ is the initial magnetization before a change in field $\mathbf{H}_H$ and $M_\infty$ is the equilibrium magnetization long after the field change. Equation (1) is the kinetic equation describing the relaxation of $M$ toward equilibrium due to transitions between the microstates.

Néel’s second prediction is that the relaxation time $\tau$ is related to absolute temperature $T$ and microcoercivity $H_H$ by

$$\frac{1}{\tau} = C \exp(-\Delta E_{21}/kT)$$

$$= C \exp[-(\mu_0 V M_0 H_H/2kT) (1 - H_H/H_K)^2]$$

(2)

$C = 10^{5-10} \text{s}^{-1}$ being the attempt frequency for transitions between microstates and $k$ being Boltzmann’s constant. (Strictly speaking, transitions from state 1 to state 2 across the energy barrier $\Delta E_{12}$ should also be included, but changes from 2 to 1 are strongly favored by $\mathbf{H}_H$.) Because the relaxation time depends exponentially on $T$, there is a well-defined blocking temperature $T_B$ above which $M$ relaxes almost instantaneously to $M_\infty$, but below which $M$ is frozen or blocked at its initial value. Below $T_B$, $\mathbf{H}_H$ can be removed with no change in $M$.

Thus SD TRM is blocked at $T_B$ during cooling. Conversely, TRM will survive reheating from $T_B$ in zero field until $T_N$, at which temperature it will unblock or demagnetize completely. The unblocking temperature $T_{\text{unb}}$ during heating is the same as the blocking temperature $T_B$ during cooling if the field $H_H$ is weak.

Néel’s third prediction is that the thermal equilibrium magnetization $M_\infty$ above and at the blocking temperature is

$$M_\infty = \Sigma M_i \exp(-E_i/kT) / \Sigma \exp(-E_i/kT)$$

$$= M_i \tanh(\mu_0 V M_i H_0/kT)$$

(3)

$M_i = M_1, M_2 = -M_1$ being the magnetizations of the field parallel and antiparallel microstates, respectively, and the microstate energies $E_1, E_2$ being the sum of $E_H$ and $E_D$ (see Figure 1). Since $M_\infty$ is frozen below $T_B$, equation (3) also describes TRM at $T_B$. In particular, it predicts the dependence of TRM intensity on field strength $H_0$.

3. Above the SD Threshold: LEM States

The critical SD size $d_0$, the threshold between SD and non-SD states, is determined largely by $M_s$. Hematite has a small $M_s$ value ($<2$ kA/m at $T_B$) and a large $d_0$ ($>15 \mu m$). Néel’s [1949] SD theory is therefore relevant to TRM in many naturally occurring hematites. Titanomagnetite with $<60$ mol % Ti (TM60) and pyrrhotite have critical SD sizes around 1 $\mu m$. Néel SD TRM theory is only relevant to submicroscopic grains of these minerals. Magnetite, the commonest carrier of natural remanent magnetization (NRM) in nature, has a strong $M_s$ (4800 kA/m at $T_B$) and a small $d_0$ of $<0.1 \mu m$. Néel SD theory has little direct relevance to TRM in naturally occurring magnetites, apart from very elongated crystals or chains of crystals.

In reality, the grain size limits separating uniform SD structures and nonuniformly magnetized structures are not hard and fast. There is a size range over which grains, depending on their magnetic history, may adopt either type of structure, e.g., SD or two domain (2D) (Figure 2). The alternative types of structures are called local energy minimum (LEM) states [Moon and Merrill, 1984], and the LEM state of lowest energy is the global energy minimum (GEM) state.

Although LEM states other than the GEM state are in principle metastable, they can be very long-lived, depending on the energy barriers between microstates. Above $d_0$, 2D is the GEM state. Transitions from SD to 2D require an activation energy $\Delta E_{12} = E_{\text{max}} - E_{\text{SD}}$ and are much easier than transitions from 2D to SD, which must surmount an energy barrier $\Delta E_{21} = E_{\text{max}} - E_{\text{SD}}$ (Figure 2). Provided thermal energy of at least $\Delta E_{12}$ is available, grains will tend to revert to the 2D GEM state. At any instant, there may be a significant population excited to the SD state, but these will not be long-lived states. Only if the thermal energy is insufficient for escape from the SD state, i.e., $<\Delta E_{12}$, will some grains remain trapped in metastable SD states. Such states have been observed in
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**Figure 1.** Energy barriers $\Delta E_{12}$ and $\Delta E_{21}$ for transitions between states 1 and 2 of an SD grain (SD and SD', $\mathbf{M}$ parallel or antiparallel to $\mathbf{H}_H$). The total energy is the sum of $E_1$ and $E_2$. $E_1$ is less than $E_2$ because $\mathbf{H}_H$ favors state 1. When $H_H = 0$, the states are equivalent (dashed curve).
grains of pyrrhotite, TM60 and magnetite much larger than critical SD size [Halgedahl and Fuller, 1983; Boyd et al., 1984].

Very frequently there is enough thermal energy available to permit transitions out of the excited state. Grains then spend most of their time in the GEM or ground state. Notice also in Figure 2 that there are limits to the size range over which grains have a choice of states. The coexistence range changes with temperature (usually it narrows at high temperature), with the result that smaller grains may be forced into the SD ground state (because \(E_{\text{max}}\) becomes equal to \(E_0\) and the barrier \(\Delta E_{21}\) disappears), while larger grains will be forced into 2D states.

The general tendency for nonuniform magnetization states of lower remanence capacity to dominate as the grain size increases accounts for the experimental observation that TRM intensity, \(M_r\), decreases steadily above the SD threshold. In magnetite, for instance, \(M_r\) decreases almost 2 orders of magnitude between 0.1 and 10 \(\mu m\) (Figure 3). This \(\sim 1/d\) size dependence of \(M_r\) is one of the basic experimental constraints on TRM theories for nonuniformly magnetized grains.

4. TRM Acquisition

Let us follow the TRM acquisition process, starting from \(T_c\) (580°C for magnetite). Very close to \(T_c\), where \(M_r^-\to 0\), \(E_0\) outweighs any other long-range energy term. (The exchange energy, which describes coupling of neighboring spins, ensures short-range order, even above \(T_c\), but not long-range order, i.e., domains.) \(E_0\) becomes dominant because it decreases with increasing \(T\) as \(M_r^-(T)\), whereas other energies decrease more rapidly: \(E_0\) as \(M_r^-(T)\), crystalline anisotropy energy \(E_K\) as \(M_r^+(T)\) [Sahu and Moskowitz, 1995], and so on. Thus near \(T_c\), a weak field \(H_0\) will saturate even a large grain, producing an SD state (Figure 4, top). Because of the large thermal excitation energy, the SD state (and domains generally) do not have parallel spins at these very high temperatures, but they are simple spin wave modes with no reversed spins.

Ye and Merrill [1995] consider that within a degree or so below \(T_c\), there exist thermally excited and constantly changing "predomain states," which they model by fractal modes in which individual spins or groups of spins are reversed to the field-favored direction of the bulk of the spin lattice. Such predomain states are appealing because they introduce an element of randomness that is absent in other more deterministic TRM models. If the regions of reversed spins could be stabilized by cooling, they might nucleate full-scale reverse domains at lower temperatures and explain the observed variability of TRM states in replicate coolings of individual TM60 grains (Figure 5).

However, there are objections to Ye and Merrill's [1995] model. Although structures with short-range order exist above \(T_c\), they are likely to be complicated superpositions of spin wave modes, including some reversed modes. These are less suitable predomain nuclei than the discrete spatial blocks of reversed spins imagined by Ye and Merrill. Furthermore, it is not clear that either type of short-range ordered structures can persist even a degree or two below \(T_c\), let alone 10-20°C below \(T_c\) in the range of typical TRM blocking temperatures. \(T_c\) marks the sharp onset of long-range order and, in the presence of even a weak field, the appearance of ordered domain-scale structures with a regular rather than an irregular spacing.

We shall assume that any predomain structures present at \(T_c\) are rapidly damped with cooling and merge with conventional domain structures. A picture of evolving LEM states based on one-dimensional micromagnetic calculations appears in Figure 4. The microstates appear as local minima in the total energy surface, which is plotted in terms of the spin angles at the left and right surfaces of the grain [Enkin and Dunlop, 1987]. The SD microstate is located at (0°,0°), with spins at the left and right (and throughout the lattice between) at 0° to \(H_0\). (More precisely, the axis of the spin cone is at 0° to \(H_0\) throughout the grain.) The reversed SD state (SD') would be at (180°,180°), outside the mapped area. At 579°C, SD and SD' are the only LEM states, but by 578°C, a 2D state has developed near (180°,0°). In fact, its energy is lower than SD: 2D is now the GEM state.

SD reversals, SD-SD', now occur via an intermediate 2D resting state, along the transition path shown. The SD-2D transformation is called a transdomain transition because the
Figure 3. Experimental grain size dependence of weak field TRM intensity, $M_{rr}$ for magnetite. $M_{rr}$ decreases approximately as 1/d between 0.1 and 10 μm. (After Dunlop and Argyle [1997], who identify the individual data points.)

Domain structure must be completely reconstituted. In this one-dimensional model, the transitional structures are easy to calculate and visualize: they correspond to nucleation of a domain wall at one edge of the grain and its propagation into the center (edge nucleation [see Moon and Merrill, 1985; Dunlop et al., 1994]). The transdomain transition modes of two- and three-dimensional structures are not so easily found and in fact pose a major problem in predicting transdomain TRM.

Cooling further, we can follow the TRM blocking process (Figure 6). The energy wells and barriers shown are cross sections of the total energy surface taken along minimum-energy transition paths like the one shown in Figure 4. Building on SD theory, we note that a detailed knowledge of transitional structures is not necessary. We need only know the energies of the competing microstates, in this case, $E_{SD}$ and $E_{2D}$, to find the thermal equilibrium Boltzmann partition between the states and thus the TRM intensity (compare equation (3)), and the peak energy $E_{max}$ along the transition path, from which we can calculate the energy barriers $\Delta E_{12}$, $\Delta E_{M}$ and hence the blocking temperature $T_B$. The latter calculation follows directly from equation (2). Blocking occurs when the relaxation time $\tau$ becomes equal to a typical experimental time $\tau$ and so

$$\Delta E(T_B) = \ln(C) kT_B \approx 25kT_B \quad \tau = 1 \text{ min}$$

$$= 60kT_B \quad \tau = 100 \text{ Ma} \quad (4)$$

Of course, the exact numerical coefficient depends on the value of C, but there is no reason to believe the attempt frequency for transdomain transitions is greatly different from C for SD reversals.

At 574°C, the energy barriers to SD→2D and 2D→SD transitions are both <25kT. Transitions in both directions are frequent on ordinary timescales. Around 560°C, the 2D→SD barrier is still <25kT but the SD→2D barrier has grown to >60kT. Transitions into the SD state are easy on any time-

Figure 4. SD and 2D LEM states in magnetite at and just below $T_C$. Each LEM state is a local minimum on the total energy surface, here plotted as a function of spin angles at the left and right surfaces of a model magnetite grain of length 0.255 μm and elongation 1.5 (one-dimensional micromagnetic calculations, after Dunlop et al. [1994]). The transition path between states is the lowest energy route between the SD and 2D LEMs.
scale, but transitions out of the SD state are prohibited even on geological timescales. We have reached the blocking temperature, and the Boltzmann probabilities p tell us that essentially all grains have blocked in the SD state. We could have reached the same conclusion from the kinetics alone.

In further cooling to 500°C, 2D becomes the GEM state and \( \Delta E_{12} \) is now less than \( \Delta E_{21} \). However transitions to the 2D state are prohibited because both energy barriers are \( \gg 60kT \). We have blocked a metastable SD TRM. Notice that because the energy difference between states is small \( (E_{SD} - E_{2D} = 3kT) \), the higher-energy SD state would have a small but significant population of short-term excitations (2.3%) if thermal equilibrium could be achieved.

5. Transdomain TRM: Prediction and Problems

The procedure we have just followed can be generalized to the blocking of transdomain TRM with any number and type of competing microstates. For example, consider the succession of two-dimensional micromagnetic states predicted for a 1 \( \mu \)m magnetite grain in Figure 7. The Monte Carlo modeling used [Fukuma and Dunlop, 1997] mimics the effect of thermal excitations and is very apt for simulating TRM.

The initial SD microstate (Figure 7a) evolves into a structure with four spin vortices, two counterclockwise on the left and two clockwise on the right (Figure 7b). Each vortex has a very small moment because of the circular spin structure, but the line of spins at the vortex center does have a moment, with a choice of orientations either into or out of the page. These vortex line moments have many features in common with SD moments, in particular, the two equivalent antiparallel microstates, which are independent of the surrounding vortex. However, vortex-line moments are very weak compared to the SD moment. They are also perpendicular to the SD structure (a) from which they evolved.

With further excitation, the left-hand and right-hand vortex pairs coalesce into elongated counterclockwise and clockwise vortices (Figure 7c). The central vortex line has now become a sheet with a much larger moment into or out of the page. This structure resembles and ultimately stabilizes into a conventional three-domain (3D) structure with four wedge-shaped closure domains at top and bottom (Figure 7d). These structures were first predicted by Landau and Lifshitz.

Energy cross-sections: \( L = 0.21 \mu m, q = 1.5 \)
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Theoretical energy cross sections along transition paths like the one in Figure 4 at three temperatures for a model magnetite grain of length 0.21 \( \mu \)m and elongation 1.5 [after Dunlop et al., 1994]. Around 560°C, the energy barrier \( \Delta E_{12} \) for transitions out of the SD state becomes \( \gg 60kT \). This is the blocking temperature \( T_{B} \) for the SD state (the Boltzmann probability of the SD state is \( 1.000 \) at \( T_{B} \)). At 500°C, the 2D state becomes of lower energy, but the barriers \( \Delta E_{12}, \Delta E_{21} \) are \( \gg 60kT \), preventing transitions. The grain therefore remains in a metastable SD state. Notice that the 3K difference between 2D and SD energies results in equilibrium Boltzmann probability of 0.977 for the favored (2D) state.
[1935] and Kittel [1949] and have been clearly imaged in magnetcite by Özdemir et al. [1995]. The "vortex sheets" are now recognizable as Bloch walls, with moments either into or out of the page. These domain wall moments (or "psarks" [Dunlop, 1977]) are perpendicular to the body domains (but not independent; Pokhil and Moskowitz [1997] show that wall moments reverse when the adjacent body domains reverse). Like vortex-line moments, wall moments are perpendicular to the initial SD moment (Figure 7a). However, wall moments are much larger than vortex-line moments.

The intermediate states in Figure 7 are not stable LEM states but resting states in the transformation from an SD to a 3D state. The 2D state (not shown) is not stable in a 1 μm magnetite grain but evolves into a single-vortex structure [Fukuma and Dunlop, 1997].

In order to predict transdomain TRM, we need the following information:

1. We require an enumeration of all possible remanence-carrying LEM states, which for a 1 μm magnetite grain, are SD and 3D', V and V' (oppositely directed vortex moments), and 3D and 3D' (oppositely directed pairs of wall moments; mutually cancelling wall moments are of interest, although they are commonly observed [Pokhil and Moskowitz, 1997]).

2. We need also the energy $E_i$ and net magnetization $M_i$ (magnetic moment / grain volume) of each LEM state. The Boltzmann probability $p_i = \exp(-E_i/kT) / \sum \exp(-E_i/kT)$ determines the partitioning among microstates, and the thermal equilibrium magnetization (compare equation (3)) is

$$M_n = \sum p_i M_i = \sum \exp(-E_i/kT) / \sum \exp(-E_i/kT).$$  (5)

3. Finally, we must know the highest energy $E_{max}$ encountered along the transition path (including resting states) between all pairs of LEM states. (Transition paths are unfortunately very difficult to compute except for the simplest structures [e.g., Enkin and Williams, 1994; Fukuma and Dunlop, 1997].) The energy barriers $\Delta E_{12} - E_{max} - E_1$, $\Delta E_{21} - E_{max} - E_2$ determine relaxation times and blocking temperatures for transitions between states 1 and 2 (compare equations (2) and (4)):

$$1/\tau_{12} = C_{12} \exp(-\Delta E_{12}/kT), \quad 1/\tau_{21} = C_{21} \exp(-\Delta E_{21}/kT),$$  (6)

$$\Delta E_{12}(T_{B12}) = \ln(C_{12})/kT_{B12}, \quad \Delta E_{21}(T_{B21}) = \ln(C_{21})/kT_{B21}.\text{ } (7)$$

In reality, for a particular pair of LEM states and a chosen
experimental time \( t \), there is only one blocking temperature \( T_{B} \), the higher of \( T_{B12} \) and \( T_{B21} \). At \( T_{B} \), provided the energy difference between \( E_{1} \) and \( E_{2} \) is \( \geq 2kT \), the lower energy state is essentially 100% populated (compare Figure 6, top) and \( T_{B} \) for transitions out of the less favored state becomes irrelevant.

The kinetic equation is more complicated than equation (1) when there are more than two competing microstates. One must write a set of \( n \) equations, each describing the kinetics of transitions by all possible routes into and out of one of the \( n \) possible microstates [see Moon and Merrill, 1986]. However, just as in Néel's [1949] SD theory, the details of the kinetics are unimportant in thermal processes because relaxation times change so enormously for small changes in \( T \) that transitions are either blocked or unblocked. If the set of possible LEM states does not change during cooling, there is only one blocking temperature \( T_{B} \), namely, the highest of all the \( T_{B12} \) or \( T_{B21} \) values given by equation (7) for transitions between all possible pairs of competing states. Furthermore, at \( T_{B} \) the GEM state is essentially 100% populated and all other states are empty (see previous paragraph). TRM should therefore be blocked at a single \( T_{B} \) for all grains of a particular size, and all these grains should have the same magnetic microstate [Dunlop et al., 1994].

This conclusion is contradicted by the observation that the same grain can occupy a variety of microstates when given replicate TRM's under identical conditions (Figure 5 [Halgedahl, 1991]). The flaw in our reasoning is unlikely to lie with the assumption of Boltzmann partitioning (equation (5)) or of thermal activation as a first-order rate process controlled by a single barrier energy \( E_{max} \) (equations (6) and (7)). It is true that the frequency factors \( C_{ij} \) may be different for different transdomain transformations, depending on the complexity of the transformation mode, but they are unlikely to vary by many orders of magnitude. In any case, modifications or refinements of any of these considerations would merely lead to another deterministic set of equations. The element of randomness evident in Figure 5 must originate elsewhere. We argued earlier that highly excited predominant states [Ve and Merrill, 1995] are unlikely to survive more than a degree or two below \( T_{C} \). The flaw must lie in the assumption that the set of competing LEM states does not change during cooling.

6. Changes in Microstates During Cooling

Figure 8 illustrates several mechanisms by which magnetic microstates can change during cooling. A sharp corner in a 30 \( \mu \)m magnetite crystal acted as a nucleation site for a new spike domain during cooling from 87°C. Between 77 and 42°C, the spike propagated transversely across the crystal, transforming the original three-domain structure to a five-domain structure. A second nucleation occurred between 42 and 20°C at the same site. This same style of interior nucleation followed by transverse propagation of a spike domain is observed also in TM60 [Halgedahl, 1991].

A second type of domain nucleation in Figure 8 is the appearance of a lamellar body domain at the upper right face of the crystal, transforming the magnetic structure from two domains to three domains. This process of edge nucleation seems to be more difficult than interior nucleation. Between 87 and 20°C, the new domain propagated longitudinally into the crystal by successive Barkhausen jumps of its boundary (or sections of the boundary).

Domain boundary or wall displacement is a third mechanism of changing the magnetic microstate. It is much easier than either type of domain nucleation because the change in structure is minor compared to adding a new domain or transforming to or from a vortex state. Energy barriers are therefore quite low, and wall displacements occur readily during cooling for all domain walls, not just the boundaries of newly nucleated domains.

An important distinction is that in wall displacement there is a definite sequence of microstates traversed, whereas nucleation or other transdomain processes provide a set of simultaneous microstates between which direct transitions are possible. A 3D state, for example, can transform to 3D' by reversing both wall moments, to vortex by transforming walls to vortices, to four domain by edge nucleation, to five domain by interior nucleation, to 2D by denucleating an edge domain, to SD by denucleating the central domain, and so on. In principle, all these microstates are simultaneously available and competing. Each wall in a structure with a fixed number of domains, on the other hand, propagates in a single Barkhausen jump only as far as the next pinning site of lower energy (see Figure 9). To reach a more distant microstate requires a sequence of jumps between adjacent states, with barriers of varying heights. The kinetics are multistage instead.
of single-stage and partitioning is correspondingly complex to calculate.

7. TRM Due to Wall Displacements

Néel [1955] proposed a theory of TRM based on equilibrium wall displacements, driven not by thermal excitations but by the changing internal demagnetizing field, \( \mathbf{H}_q = -\mathbf{M} \), where \( \mathbf{M} \) is the local magnetization vector. Thermal activation of entire domain walls has prohibitively high energy barriers at all temperatures. Only segments of walls can be activated. \( \mathbf{H}_q \), however, is a powerful field capable of driving entire walls at any temperature.

The process is illustrated in Figure 9. A domain wall is originally in the center of the grain, trapped in a local energy minimum (LEM) of the wall energy \( E_w \) created by interaction between the wall and lattice defects such as inclusions, voids, or dislocations [Özdemir and Dunlop, 1997]. The strength of trapping or pinning is determined by the barrier height between adjacent LEMs and is measured by the micro coercivity \( \mathbf{H}_c \). (\( \mathbf{H}_c \) actually measures the steepest slope of the \( E_w \) barrier, which has a constant relation to height for barriers of a particular shape.) The central position is favored by the broad parabolic energy well arising from the demagnetizing energy \( E_d \) and expresses the restoring effect of \( \mathbf{H}_q \). As the applied field \( \mathbf{H} \) grows, the parabolas are tilted to the right by field energy \( E_H \), "spilling" the wall from one LEM to another in a series of Barkhausen jumps. As the field decreases, the wall is pinned in a different set of LEMs because the barriers to wall motion are not symmetric in increasing and decreasing applied fields. As \( \mathbf{H} \to 0 \), the wall remains trapped well away from the center of the grain, giving rise to a remanence, in this case an isothermal remanence.

TRM can be modeled in exactly the same way except that \( \mathbf{H} \) is fixed and \( T \) changes. The amplitude of variations in \( E_w \) (i.e., \( \mathbf{H}_q \)) decreases with \( T \) and so does the depth of the overall parabolic well due to self-demagnetization (i.e., \( \mathbf{H}_q \)) but at different rates. If we start from high temperatures and cool, the wall is blocked in its jumps from right to left at a temperature \( T_a \) where the rates of change of \( \mathbf{H}_q \) and of \( \mathbf{H}_q \) with \( T \) become equal. At \( T_a \), the growth in \( E_w \) barriers with cooling begins to outweigh the force of \( \mathbf{H}_q \), pushing the wall back toward the demagnetized state and the wall is trapped. TRM has been blocked. However, in reheating in zero field from \( T_a \), the wall makes a series of small jumps back to the central demagnetized LEM position, each driven by \( \mathbf{H}_q \). The jumps are small because \( E_w \), and therefore \( \mathbf{H}_q \), decrease gradually with heating.

The essential conclusions of this field-blocking model are that TRM is acquired sharply at a single \( T_a \) during cooling [Néel, 1955] but demagnetizes gradually over a broad range from room temperature \( T_* \) essentially to the Curie point \( T_C \) during zero-field heating (thermal demagnetization) [Shcherbakov et al., 1993; Dunlop and Xu, 1994; Xu and Dunlop, 1994]. This asymmetry between TRM blocking and unblocking is in sharp contrast to SD TRM theory. It also has serious implications for palaeomagnetism. There is no easy means of erasing a secondary thermal overprint of NRM held by pinned walls and isolating primary NRM. A thermal overprint acquired at temperature \( T_a \) in nature cannot be demagnetized by reheating the rock in the laboratory to a similar temperature, as with SD grains. Instead the rock must be heated to temperatures approaching \( T_c \).

There are two main testable results of the Néel [1955] wall-pinning theory of TRM as extended by Dunlop and Xu [1994]. First, for fields larger than \( 0.5 \) mT, TRM intensity \( M_r \) changes non-linearly with applied field \( H_0 \): 

\[
M_r = \left[ n / (n - 1)^{1-h} \right] \left[ (H_0(T_0))^h / N \right] H_0^{1-h},
\]

where \( n \) is the coefficient in the temperature variation of \( H_c \).

\[
H_c(T) \propto M_r^n(T).
\]

Second, during zero-field heating, \( M_r \) decreases quasi-continuously between \( T_0 \) and \( T_c \), as

\[
M_r(T) \propto H_c(T) \propto M_r^n(T)
\]

for continuous thermal demagnetization (\( M_r \) measured at \( T \)) or as

\[
M_r(T_0) = H_c(T)/M_r(T) \propto M_r^{n-1}(T)
\]

for stepwise thermal demagnetization (\( M_r \) measured at \( T_0 \) after recoiling from \( T \)). In very weak fields, Néel predicted a linear dependence of \( M_r \) on \( H_0 \). However, this prediction is not quantitatively testable because the expression for \( M_r \) contains
exponentially inaccessible quantities related to the thermal fluctuation field at $T_B$ (see discussion by Dunlop and Argyle [1997]).

8. Experimental Tests

Among theories of TRM in nonuniformly magnetized grains, only the Néel theory of field-blocked wall displacements reviewed in section 7 is well enough developed to test quantitatively. (Metcalf and Fuller [1988] made a simple experimental test of metastable SD grains as carriers of TRM and showed that the dependence on applied field was reasonable, but such grains, although they have nonuniform states available (Figure 5), are only significant as remanence carriers when in their uniformly magnetized state.) Figure 10 compares theoretical predictions with experimental TRM field dependences for a number of synthetic magnetites ranging from SD size to about 0.5 μm. The Néel [1949] SD theory does not explain any of the data, not even for truly SD size grains (Figure 10a). The Néel [1955] 2D or wall-displacement theory...
theory is more successful. Except in the very weak field region, it gives a reasonable match to observed absolute TRM intensities (Figure 10b).

It is possible to fine tune such theoretical fits by combining SD and multidomain theories [see, e.g., Dunlop and Argyle, 1997]. The rationale is that grains larger than SD size may have microstructures that permit both SD-like and MD-like responses to changing fields and temperatures (pseudo-SD or PSD behavior). An example is the three-domain structure (Figure 7d). Wall displacements result in magnetizations directed up or down, parallel to the main domains, but wall moments directed into or out of the page give SD-like magnetizations. Another example is a mixture of states like those in Figure 5. Some grains contain walls, while others of similar size are (metastably) SD. Actual quantitative fits to observed TRM field dependences are quite successful but mainly give information about the SD part of the remanence [Dunlop and Argyle, 1997] and will not be considered further here.

A test of the thermal demagnetization predictions of wall-displacement theory appears in Figure 11. The data are for continuous thermal demagnetization of partial TRM's acquired in field cooling from 400 to 350°C by 3 μm and 40 μm magnetite grains [Worm et al., 1988]. In the case of partial TRM's, equations (10) and (11) are still valid, but demagnetization begins at the lower pTRM acquisition temperature (350°C) rather than at Tm, as with total TRM [Dunlop and Xu, 1994; Xu and Dunlop, 1994]. The fit to observations is quite good for the 40 μm grains but about 2/3 of the pTRM of the 3 μm grains demagnetizes quite sharply at or just above the upper pTRM acquisition temperature (400°C) in SD fashion. The remaining 1/3 of the pTRM tails off in the predicted fashion to Tc (580°C). Thus 3 μm magnetites have a PSD mixture of SD and MD responses, but 40 μm grains have a purely multidomain TRM, at least with respect to thermal demagnetization.

Figure 12 is a further illustration of the difference between the TRM behavior of SD grains and the TRM behavior of pinned walls in multidomain grains. The samples are plagioclase and dark mineral separates from a diabase dike. The plagioclase contains elongated submicroscopic needles of magnetite and is an excellent example of SD material. The dark minerals, particularly biotite, contain very coarse-grained magnetite with typically MD hysteresis properties. Partial TRM is acquired at Tm and thermally erased at TUB in a perfectly reciprocal fashion by the plagioclase: the pTRM acquisition and "NRM" (here laboratory total TRM) thermal demagnetization curves are exact mirror images. Each pTRM fraction unblocks sharply, in SD fashion, with TUB = Tm. For the dark minerals, pTRM acquisition is slower (i.e., concentrated at higher temperatures), and thermal demagnetization is more rapid than for the plagioclase, although it also continues to very high temperatures.

This asymmetry between TRM or pTRM acquisition and its subsequent thermal demagnetization causes nonideal behavior in Thellier paleointensity determination [see Perrin, this issue]. Partial TRM acquisition and NRM demagnetization curves like those of Figure 12 can be combined in a single plot, with T as a parameter (Figure 13). Because SD grains have symmetrical curves, NRM lost in zero-field heating to T is exactly replenished by pTRM gained during in-field heating/cooling to the same T, so that the NRM versus pTRM graph is linear. Multidomain TRM is lost more quickly and pTRM is gained more slowly than SD TRM or pTRM (Figure 12), with the result that the NRM versus pTRM graph sags below the ideal SD line. The sagging increases steadily as grain size increases for a set of crushed and annealed magnetites (Figure 13). For the largest grains, the curvature is extreme and agrees reasonably well with predictions based on multidomain field blocking theory [Dunlop and Xu, 1994].

9. Discussion

Theories of TRM are well developed for grains with simple microstructures: SD (including metastable SD), multidomain (MD) with an unchanging number of mobile walls, and hybrids of these two (simple PSD models). Since SD TRM is quite intense, even in weak fields (equation 3); theoretical SD
Figure 12. Stepwise acquisition of partial TRM and thermal demagnetization of “NRM” (a laboratory TRM) for two mineral separates from a diabase dike (courtesy of B. Zhang). The plagioclase has SD behavior: the pTRM and NRM curves are mirror images. The dark minerals have MD behavior: both pTRM and NRM curves fall below their SD counterparts (D.J. Dunlop and O. Özdemir, unpublished data, 1990).

Figure 13. Simulated paleointensity determination, using laboratory TRM as NRM, for sized magnetites. With increasing grain size, the data deviate increasingly from the ideal single-domain line toward the predictions of multidomain field-blocking theory [Dunlop and Xu, 1994] (S. Xu and D.J. Dunlop, unpublished data, 1995).
curves, Figure 1(a), whereas MD TRM is weak by comparison (equation (8); Figure 10b), it is possible to explain the grain size dependence of TRM intensity (Figure 3) in an ad hoc fashion as due to mixtures of SD (or metastable SD) and nonuniformly magnetized grains, or parts of grains. Various PSD models are able to generate an 1/d dependence of M\textsubscript{n} over limited ranges of grain size [see, e.g., Dunlop, 1986] or Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997, Chapter 12], but none covers the entire broad size range of Figure 3, from \(-0.1 \mu m\) to \(-10 \mu m\) or possibly 100 \mu m in magnetite and corresponding ranges in other minerals. Furthermore, none of the simple PSD models takes into account vortex structures, which are predicted by all micromagnetic calculations to be the GEM state in magnetite just above \(d_0\) [Schatz and Bertram, 1988; Williams and Dunlop, 1990, 1995; Newell et al., 1993; Enkin and Williams, 1994; Fabian et al., 1996], or other microstructures that deviate significantly from conventional Kittel or Landau-Lifshitz-Lammell domain structures.

Vortex-line moments have two possible orientations, both perpendicular to the main spin structure, and can be treated theoretically by adapting Néel’s [1949] SD theory. So too can the moments of domain walls. In either case, however, one has the problem that these moments are very small compared to the moment of the whole grain in an SD state. The problem is particularly acute for vortex moments, which should produce a TRM about 1% that of SD TRM. If the main competing states near \(d_0\) are SD and vortex, as micromagnetic models predict, there should be a drop of 1-2 orders of magnitude in \(M_n\) around this size. This abrupt plummet is not seen experimentally.

One possible explanation is that metastable SD states can occur in grains very much larger than critical SD size, contrary to micromagnetic predictions, and that they overshadow all other sources of TRM. Metastable SD states certainly occur in pyrrhotite and TM60 grains >>1 \mu m in size (e.g., Figure 5), although their presence in magnetite grains of similar size is less well documented. In this case, the presence or absence of vortex states would be irrelevant to TRM. Recent experimental evidence implies that the situation is even more complicated, however. In magnetites of most grain sizes, the intensities of TRM and of anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) are similar, but in magnetites with sizes just above \(d_0\), TRM is 10-20 times more intense than ARM [Dunlop and Argyle, 1997]. The interpretation given by Dunlop and Argyle is that vortex states do not contribute significantly to TRM in magnetites of this size, but the strong alternating fields used in ARM production nucleate vortex structures at the expense of other states, including 2D and metastable SD.

Transdomain changes of this sort are particularly interesting because, depending on the nucleation mode, vortex or 2D wall moments may be perpendicular to the SD moment of their transdomain partner state (compare Figure 7). Transdomain TRM thus has the potential to change the direction as well as the intensity of magnetization.

The formalism for dealing quantitatively with transdomain TRM partitioned among any number of competing microstates is given in equations (5)-(7). However, to date no quantitative predictions have actually been made of transdomain TRM. There are two main problems. First, the minimum-energy transformation mode, or the transition path in a configuration space like that of Figure 4, is extremely difficult to find for any but the simplest pairs of LEM states (e.g., SD and vortex [Enkin and Williams, 1994]). Monte Carlo or simulated annealing algorithms imitate the effect of thermal excitations, but they are very time consuming and expensive. Semiconstrained transformations [e.g., Dunlop et al., 1994; Enkin and Williams, 1994] are more economical but may not locate the saddle-point of energy \(E_{\text{max}}\) on the transition path. A small error in barrier energy can mean an enormous error in calculating transition probabilities and relaxation times, because of the exponential dependence on energy (equations (2), (6)).

A second and equally serious problem is that the Boltzmann energetics are such that the GFM state should be virtually 100% populated at the blocking temperature \(T_B\). There should be no choice of microstates and thus effectively no transdomain TRM. This prediction clearly runs counter to the experimental evidence that replicate TRMs have different structures (Figure 5). The explanation is simple. The partitioning among LEM states changes with cooling because some states become unstable and others are added to the set. This is a difficult problem to deal with because of the complexity and number of competing LEM states in larger grains, but there is no doubt that it occurs. Domain observations made during cooling are decisive (Figure 8 [see also Halgedahl, 1991]). Independent evidence comes from changes in total and partial TRMs measured during cooling (rather than at \(T_B\) following cooling) which are most naturally explained by transdomain changes, i.e., the nucleation or denucleation of one or more domains [see, e.g., McClelland and Sugiuara, 1987]. Observations of this type are discussed by McClelland et al. [1996].

The shift in the set of competing LEM states as \(T\) decreases means that there are effectively many successive blocking temperatures. Only the lowest of these, after all possible transdomain changes have ceased, is really significant, because each domain nucleation or denucleation alters the internal demagnetizing field \(H_d\) and causes previously pinned walls to move. If transdomain changes in TRM typically continue to quite low temperatures, for example, \(\pm 100^\circ C\) as in Figure 8, even mild reheating of MD grains at some later time would probably cause further restructuring. The result would be massive remagnetization in nature. Until this speculation can be disproven, we should follow conventional paleomagnetic wisdom and mistrust NRMs carried by large MD grains.

10. Conclusions

1. Néel’s [1949] theory of TRM and pTRM in SD grains as a partition between competing microstates provides a good first order model of remanence blocking and unblocking, although the intensity of TRM is not quantitatively predicted (Figure 10a).

2. Near and above the SD threshold size, the set of competing microstates includes alternative LEM states like SD, vortex, and lamellar structures with closure domains.

3. TRM is blocked when transitions between all possible pairs of competing states cease. The transdomain blocking criterion is similar to the SD one: energy barriers between states must grow to \(25K_B - 60K_B\) (laboratory to geological timescales).

4. At blocking, only the lowest energy LEM state (the GEM state) should be significantly populated (Figure 6). Transdomain TRM should have a single \(T_B\) for a given grain size and little or no choice of structure.

5. However, experimental observations show that grains do have a choice of structures in TRM (Figure 5) and that transdomain changes in structure, involving edge and interior nucleation of domains, continue during cooling, even near \(T_B\) (Figure 8).

6. Barkhausen jumps of walls, driven by the internal demagnetizing field \(H_d\) occur much more readily than nucleation of new walls and form the basis of Néel’s [1955]...
theory of TRM in MD grains. Néel’s prediction of TRM intensity as a function of applied field strength $H_A$ is supported by data on magnetites $\leq 0.5\mu m$ in size (Figure 10b).

7. Thermal demagnetization of MD TRM is gradual and occurs by many successive small jumps of pinned walls. Thermal demagnetization data and simulated paleointensity determinations for MD magnetites are well explained by Dunlop and Xu’s [1994] extension of the Néel [1955] theory (Figures 11 and 13).

8. Transdomain changes in TRM during cooling and gradual unblocking of any MD TRM during zero-field heating have serious implications for NRM acquisition and remagnetization in nature. MD grains may acquire thermal overprints rather easily but these secondary NRMs can only be completely erased by heating nearly to $T_C$.

9. Our greatest advance in understanding TRM since the time of Néel [1949] and Kittel [1949] have been in the discovery of alternative structures (LEM states) of individual crystals and their exploration in detail through micromagnetic calculations. However, quantitative theories of transdomain TRM will require accurate tracing of transition paths between LFM states and a better understanding of how and why domains nucleate at low temperatures during cooling.
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